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ith soft, soothing lilts rising
to thundering, operatic
crescendos before ripping
into a blood-curdling roar,
Serj Tankian’s vocals seem
both at odds and in perfect sync with the
brutal nature of hard rock and metal. The
lead singer of System of a Down’s
unorthodox approach to the genre gave us
something we’d never heard before, and
thrust the fans toward the brink of feral
ecstasy. And now that Tankian has stepped
away from the head-banging bedlam in favor
of harp, cello, and viola, the audience that
used to descend into the primal mosh now
gazes wide-eyed at their luminary, and
becomes a sea of great, big, goofy grins.
The year after the platinum-selling System
of a Down — or “SOAD” — entered indefinite
hiatus, Tankian released a solo album titled
Elect the Dead (2007, Serjical Strike/
Reprise). The engrossing and hard-edged
work featured the familiar yet ever-jarring,
mid-song mood shifts that first endeared
Tankian to his admirers — but brought the
clamor down the tiny notch needed to invite
a profound evolutionary leap. The singermusician-producer, who lives part-time on
the North Island of New Zealand, was
approached by the Auckland Philharmonia
Orchestra with an offer to work together —
and Tankian set off to re-imagine his recent
effort as a full-orchestra piece. The result is
Elect the Dead Symphony, a CD and DVD
release that documents the epic performance on March 16, 2009, a synthesis of
manic, melody-driven art-rock and classical
composition.
Tankian takes to the stage, as always, as
both entertainer and activist. As ArmenianAmericans, he and his SOAD bandmates
lashed out against injustice, and quickly
gained momentum as a political force. And
along with Tom Morello of Rage Against the
Machine and Audioslave, Tankian formed the
Axis of Justice, an organization that encourages political activism and involvement
among young people. Now on his own,
Tankian continues full-force in his mission to
raise awareness of the Armenian Genocide,
the oil-influenced wars in the Middle East,
and the social inequities among the classes
here at home. The frenetic performer’s trademark hurdling from one sonic extreme to the
next serves the cause well, as he howls the
decree that, “We are the cause of a world
that’s gone wrong. The world will survive us
human dogs after all.” And then offers up a
note of pure idealism, upon a softly tapped
piano chord: “Wouldn’t it be great to heal the
world with only a song?”
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The wickedly insightful maestro is affable
and animated when we meet up with him at
Warner Bros. Records in Burbank. Yet his
soft-spoken demeanor offers little hint of his
stage persona, and if not for his infamy as
one of rock’s loudest, strangest, and most
remarkable voices, we’d have no clue as to
the crazed rhapsody that lurks beneath...
Venice: Where did the idea come from
to put together a full orchestral performance?
Serj Tankian: I’ve had an inkling to do
something orchestral for a while, and the
opportunity came up when the Auckland
Philharmonia Orchestra reached out through
a friend of mine, another New Zealand artist,
to see if I was interested in doing anything
with them. They didn’t have anything specific in mind; they just thought of me and
wanted to do something. So I thought about
it for a while, and I decided to re-do all of the
songs on Elect the Dead for orchestra, but
without a band, so it’s completely orchestral. And the reason I did that is because the
band takes up a lot of dynamics. The drums
on the lows, and the guitars on the highs
take up a lot of the frequency range, and it
would almost be a shame to take up the
space that would otherwise belong to the
violins, and the violas, and whatnot. So I
decided to do the full orchestral thing. I sat
down and basically did separate orchestrations for each song, and built it up from
scratch. It was almost like writing a whole
new record with sample strings. And then
convert that into full scores, so that they can
read it and play it.
Was there a lot of re-writing from the
electric album that this one is based on?
A complete re-writing, except for the original vocal tracks and the primary instrument,
like piano or acoustic guitar. Everything else
was built from scratch.
Did you write the music?
I write on sampled strings, using MIDI, and
I use a number of programs to do it. I’ll do it
mostly in Pro Tools, sometimes in Logic,
sometimes in other programs. And then I’ll
have an orchestrator look at that, and clean
it up, and then we convert it into Sibelius
files, and print them out.
That’s a lot of tech stuff. It reminds me
of the opening line of “Toxicity”: “Conversion software, version 7.0.” When that
album came out, it was the first time I’d
ever heard words like that in a rock song.
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[Laughs] I used to have a software company before System, so I think that’s where it
came from.
What kind of differences did you
encounter when you put together this
huge orchestral project that were unlike
a straight-up rock album?
It was a whole different thing. With this,
you weren’t really recording. With a rock
record, you’re recording from day one. With
this, you’re just writing, and you’ll record
the live stuff all together, at once. So it’s a
whole different way of doing things. And so
many layers! For one show, we went
through the process of writing a full record,
except the original songs were there with
vocals. But with all of the arrangements
and instrumentation, and making sure
everything’s great, and perfect, and, “No,
that cello doesn’t sound great. It should be
a solo cello, not an ensemble cello.” “No,
that horn doesn’t sound great there; maybe
a trombone would sound better.” Every
miniscule technical aspect of it had to be
done correctly, so that it works — for one
show! So thank God we recorded it! [laughs]
And thank God it turned out well —
because otherwise, that’s a lot of risk; that’s
a lot of work to do for one show. But for me,
I was excited, because I had an orchestra at
my disposal, and as a composer, you can’t
say no to that. You’re like, “Fuck, yeah! I’m
gonna do that.”
This was a new experience for you.
Yeah, first time I’ve ever played with an
orchestra, and wrote for an orchestra.
And thinking about things like violins
and harps.
Well, I had done some small arrangement
stuff on System records, but they were
always so buried under the guitars that
you’d never even hear them. But on a
number of records, from Toxicity on, I would
write cello and violin and viola pieces, and
just layer them in.
When you were doing things like that
with System, did you ever think, “Wouldn’t
it be cool if we did this on an even bigger
scale?”
Of course. But it didn’t make sense for
System at the time. There were already too
many competing sounds on the canvas.
When you were performing with the
orchestra, did you feel that you were able
to get across a different kind of energy
than you have before?
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Yes, I did. And I’m not sure exactly what to
call it. It felt different, playing with an
orchestra than with a band. It kind of felt like
graduating. Like when you’ve graduated,
and now you’re going to a real job interview.
It felt like the real thing, after all these years.
It was kind of interesting that way.
Are there plans to put this performance
on again?
Yes. We’re looking at doing, I wouldn’t say
a tour, but there are a number of offers from
Europe to work with different orchestras
over the summer, to kind of replicate the vibe
of this show, and maybe even add stuff to it.
We’re looking at opportunities in the States
as well.
And you have another album coming
out after this. Something jazzy and
orchestral, I understand.
It’s electronic, orchestral jazz-rock.
What kinds of ideas are you exploring
in it?
There are always certain social issues
involved, and personal issues, and
humorous issues. Let me put it this way:
You’ll know it’s me doing the songs, because
of the voice and the themes and how I execute things, but musically and sound-wise,
it’s completely different, which is interesting
for me. And it’s a huge sound. It’s kind of like
if you took Elect the Dead — the power of
that rock thing — and then you took the
orchestra, and the beauty and the power of
that, and put them together, you’d probably
get this record. And you added jazz, more
jazz!
Looking forward to that! Does it have a
name yet?
I’m kicking around the name, Music
Without Borders. I haven’t 100-percent settled, but it makes sense for the record. And it
came from the idea of Doctors Without Borders. My girlfriend actually came up with it,
and yeah! Why not? Music Without Borders.
And one of the songs was called “Borders”
on it, anyway.
What do you see as some of themes
that you tend to focus on in your lyrics?
Certain political issues, things having to
do with the poetry of our times, is how I see
a lot of music that I do. Talking about what’s
going on right now. Looking into environmental things as the leading construct of the
times to come, and personal stuff, which is
always part of an artist’s palette.
On the orchestral Elect the Dead DVD,
you say that civilization is dying. What are
your feelings about the future?
My feelings about the future have a lot to
do with my read on both the environment
and the geopolitical landscape of the world.
I think that there is going to be definite,

drastic change, and a lot of it is going to be
starting from the environment. Not just climate change, but things that are caused by
climate change. There is going to be a lack
of rain in certain parts of the world, especially in the Southern Hemisphere, and areas
around the equator. And because of that,
there’s going to be an agricultural fallout.
There’s going to be a lot of migration. There
are going to be a lot of issues and wars that
result from all of these things. There are six
billion people on this planet, and the
resources on this planet are barely enough
for those six billion people, and yet we’re still
expanding. Those resources aren’t
expanding; those resources are diminishing
at an accelerated rate. So how does that formula work out? It just doesn’t equate. But
yet, what we have is love. What we have is
unity. And what we have is our uncanny
ability to survive as a species — and that’s
what I’m relying on.
Tell us about the idea of “the unthinking
majority.”
A country that has an educated majority
can’t be an unthinking majority. A country
that has a majority that’s uneducated — and
I don’t mean uneducated in terms of the
school system; it could be spiritual education, or anything, is dangerous. Democracy
without the truth is dangerous. That’s what it
leads to, and that’s what I’m getting at.
Is that something we’re experiencing?
I think it’s something we’ve experienced in
Rome. [laughs] I think it’s something that a
lot of societies have experienced, and we’ve
experienced. To me, it was more of a Bushera term — more than now, I think. When
Bush got reelected, that’s when I should
have written that song. I was like, “What are
we fucking thinking?” And I say “we”
because even though I didn’t vote for him,
I’m an American; that’s “we.”
Can you talk a little about the Armenian
Genocide, and the importance of its
recognition by Turkey and other parts of
the world?
A forgotten genocide is one that’s likely
to occur again. And it’s not just important to
recognize a genocide, because we’ve recognized the genocide in Sudan, but it’s only
helped to a certain degree. I think the
importance is that genocide is not just a
crime against humanity, but a human disease — which is what I like to call it. And
the only way to eradicate it is to have a
complete world understanding. A multilateral understanding that when this happens,
even if you’re my friend, if you’re doing it, I
have to turn against you, along with
everyone else, and say, “We’re not going to
deal with you. We’re going to cut you off.”
There’s got to be some international way of
dealing with genocide. To this day, there
isn’t! Which means if Sudan committed
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genocide, China still works with them
because they have oil interests. The CIA
still sends intelligence officers in because
they think Al Qaeda is there. The Sudanese
government uses that to their advantage,
to think that there’s a link, and uses us. We
still haven’t learned from the age-old history of people over profits. And as long as
that’s not learned, genocide will continue.
The Armenian Genocide, specifically, happened during World War I. It was committed by the Ottoman Turks, and
one-and-a-half million Armenians perished.
The genocide occurred for the same reasons that the Holocaust occurred, and that
other genocides occurred. And my grandparents were both survivors, which is why
I’m around.

and lead guitar] were huge metal fans, and
that’s where most of the metal influence
comes from. Although I listen to it as well,
of course.
Did you have detractors at the time,
saying that this is not the classic metal
voice?
The detractors that I have now, saying,
“What are you doing? You’re doing a whole
different type of music. You’re doing something your audience may not catch onto.” It
reminds me of when people used to say,
“What you guys are doing is really far left. I
don’t know if they’ll ever play you on the
radio.” And we’d be like, “Yeah, whatever.
Who cares?” We never came in thinking
that we’re going to be successful commer-

didn’t want us to be on people’s shelves
because we did that. It was more like,
“Okay, we did that. That’s great. Now let’s
go do other things. If we want to do this
again, it’s there for us. No one’s forcing us
to never come back; no one’s forcing us to
stop. It’s our choice.”
What is the experience like when you
transform from this laid-back guy in your
regular life to the monster that comes out
on stage?
It’s excitement. You imbibe the energy
from all those people, and you act out your
music, and you animate it. Nobody wants to
see someone onstage who’s just playing
music and not performing. Otherwise, you
can just buy the record, and save yourself a

People misconstrue my vocal inflections as anger, but generally,
it’s more a way of shaking and waking up, the way thunder
shakes and wakes us up in the middle of the night. To me,
it’s like yelling at the gods and running around the fire.
What prompted you to move to New
Zealand?
It’s one of the most beautiful places in the
world.
There was a rumor on the Internet that
you wouldn’t move back to the States
until the Iraq War was over. Is there any
truth to that?
That was a couple of years ago, actually.
That was bullshit. No, I moved to New
Zealand because I like the idea of being in a
country where the water is clean, the air is
clean. It’s an educated democracy. It’s nonnuclear and there are only four million
people there. And the people are nice, man.
I’m not trying to make it sound like heaven,
because it isn’t; they have their own problems. But it’s how things should be — and it
has nothing to do with the Iraq war, or our
imperialism, or anything like that.
Your vocals are really unusual, especially for a hard-rocking band like System
or your non-orchestral solo work. How
did you decide to combine this with a
metal feel?
I always approached vocals from a very
musical standpoint, and not a lyrical standpoint, to be honest. And when we started
with System, I never thought of it as an
instrument of songwriting; I thought of it as
an instrument. The guys would jam, and I’d
be jamming on the vocals. So if they did,
“det-det-det-det-det,” I’d do “det-det-detdet-det” on the vocals. So my esthetic
approach was different, if you will. I just
thought of it as an instrument, and that’s still
how I think of it in a lot of ways. Now I’ve
kind of evolved. Metal came in mostly
because Shavo [Odadjian, bass and background vocals] and Daron [Malakian, vocals
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cially, because we didn’t think our music
would ever do that. But I guess we never
gave people the benefit of the doubt.
What was it like when you started to
get that kind of recognition and popularity?
It was a very gradual process, so it wasn’t
a realization from one way of living to
another. It was through a lot of touring and
hard work. We didn’t have a single out until
we were already on the road for a year or a
year and a half on our first record. And even
then, it was very gradual. And it wasn’t until
Toxicity that we even started to feel like, “Oh,
our records are selling. Wow!” So it was
okay, you know? But I also saw a lot of
change over time because of those things.
And that, to me, is interesting. I’ve been in a
lot of industries before, and this is the only
industry where people in it believe its own
bullshit. In other industries, they throw the
bullshit out, [and among themselves] they all
know what’s real and what isn’t. But within
this industry, the bullshit’s also inside, and
that, I find funny.
What was your reason for breaking
away, and moving into solo work?
It’s a natural progression. We made five
records, we’d been a band for 12 years. I
was doing other projects, anyway. I did
Serart (2003, Serjical Strike/Columbia) and
stuff. But whatever project I did, I had to fit
into the schedule of this giant machine.
And even though that machine was my
machine as much as anyone else’s, I
needed to be able to depart from it, to do
what I really wanted to do. And do other
things with it, and explore music, and be an
artist, and not just be expected to deliver a
record. I didn’t want us to be a brand. I

lot of money. I think that’s a part of it. And it’s
also ... People misconstrue my vocal inflections as anger. Maybe on the first record,
possibly — because of the age thing and the
angst — but generally, it’s more a way of
shaking and waking up, the way thunder
shakes and wakes us up in the middle of the
night. To me, it’s like yelling at the gods and
running around the fire.
Tell us a little about your history and
upbringing.
I was born in Beirut, Lebanon, and I was
raised in Los Angeles. I was seven years old
when my parents brought us here during the
Lebanese Civil War. My dad was here in ’72,
and he was going to move us anyway. And
luckily, we had our paperwork done by the
time we got here.
Do you have memories from that time?
I do. I remember our school being closed,
and ducking in my bedroom while bombs
were falling on the city — which is a fuckin’
crazy vibe. I have a statement where I’ve
said, that if you’ve ever heard a bomb fall,
you would never make the mistake of dropping a bomb on anyone, even an enemy. It’s
a really, really fearful feeling, hearing a bomb
fall. Because you don’t know where it’s
going to land, there’s this whole Russianroulette thing about it. So I was seven when
we came here, and I grew up in Hollywood,
and went to an Armenian school in Hollywood until high school, and then went to Cal
State Northridge, and got a bachelor’s from
CSUN.
I get the feeling that your wartime childhood experiences have had an influence
on the kind of music you’ve created. Is
that so?

Maybe. I don’t know. My culture being
Armenian, and having to withstand the
atrocious knowledge and lack of a family
tree that I have, and being born in a
country that has been plagued with civil
war since my birth, and then living in a
country that is great in terms of freedoms
of expression — you put all of that
together, and you definitely have more sensitivity and empathy toward victims of
either empire or abuse.
At the end of the orchestral show in
Auckland, you finish with a passionate
plea to “see from behind those empty
walls.” What do the empty walls symbolize?
I guess the best way of describing empty
walls is that, to me, the walls are all those
things that inhibit us from connecting with
each other. And that’s why I call them
empty. Because, in reality, there are no
walls. We are all interconnected, in terms of
psychically, and in terms of energy. So
those walls are just physical walls, and if we
had the power to walk through them — we
do have that power. We just don’t realize it.
And it’s also what separates us from being
compassionate or empathetic toward victims. Whether it’s a victim of a fire, or a
victim of a hurricane. What is it that makes
me so cold, and unable to see myself in the
same position as this other person? Those
are the empty walls.
What can we do to further the cause of
being more open?
My thing is, open a door! Be the
example and open a door for someone,
and say, “You go first.” Let someone in in
traffic. Start with the small things. Those
small things add up. Have you had a day
when you’re walking in the morning, and
the first gesture someone does is really
positive? And doesn’t that change your
day, already? Either being in traffic and
someone’s smiling, or just a small fucking
gesture, man! Like, nothing major; no
one’s saving your life or anything. But that
makes a huge difference in your vibe, the
whole day! And that makes a huge difference for everyone you work with, the
whole day. And that makes a huge difference for the city, the whole day. You know
what I’m saying? It’s that small act that
multiplies! ▼
Elect the Dead Symphony CD/DVD
drops on March 9th. Music scored by Serj
Tankian and arranged for full orchestra by
John Psathas. Dates for European orchestral performances have been announced for
June and July at www.serjtankian.com.
Download Tankian’s new single, “The Charade,” on iTunes. Stay tuned for his
upcoming composition, a musical penned
by Steven Sater, based on the Ancient
Greek tragedy, “Prometheus Bound.”
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